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slighdy-crumpled fuselage, which altered the streamlining and thus
reduced the speed; (3) unexpectedly heavy head-winds; (4) low
temperatures which reduced the engine-power output, and finally,
(5) throttling down the engine to husband the fuel. Strange to
say, that generous allowances for these factors hardly account for
the more than 25 per cent reduction in the speed of the Polar Star.
The measured speed at the beginning of the flight when the plane
was heavily laden, and the known speed of the plane on the last
two legs, were relatively much higher, so that an extremely low
ground speed of about 92 m.p.h. was made on the first and most
dangerous leg of the flight.
The few observations we got under great difficulty at Camp
Winnipeg gave a definite fix at lat. 79° 58' S., long. 114° 20' W,
Radio time signals assured us of the correct time.
Although the plane radio transmitter had ceased to function when
we were 1,300 miles from our destination, or opposite Charcot
Island, our first rendezvous base previously agreed upon, we were
not then particularly concerned because we were provided with
three means of communication.
Until the time we were forced to abandon the plane, 16 miles
from the Bay of Whales, we were faithful to predetermined
schedules for broadcasting. Twice each "night" and once every
"morning" we tried to reach the Wyatt Earp. After the exhausting
task of turning a frozen hand for ten-minute intervals, while stand-
ing in a biting wind with the temperature minus five, all we ever
heard from the ship was the sentence: "We can't hear you."
The defect was not in our receiver, for three times we got time
signals from the powerful Buenos Aires Station—a fortunate recep-
tion which enabled us to keep track on our chronometer error.
We took off again on December 4 at 19 L. 10 M. CC and landed
again at 23 L. 03 M. at which we called Camp Tranquilie at lat
79° 29' S., long. 153° vf W., according to our determinations. We
were on the Ross Ice Shelf at last, our navigation ended.

